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SUMMA.RY

The driver-reservoir nethod of extending the test time of a
tailored hypersonic shock tunnel by using a reservoir and a nozzle (per-
forated plate) at the upstream end of the driver is treated theoretically.
It is shown that the flow following the rupture of the diaphragm is highly
complex and contains both steady and unsteady flow regimes. It is also
shown that the area ratio of the nozzle separating the driver from the reser-
voir determines the nature of the wave system produced. For a unique or
"ideal" nozzle area ratio a flow system is produced which contains no down-
stream running disturbances other then Mach waves- That is, both the
head and the tail of the initial rarefaction wave are prevented from inter-
fering with the shock-tunnel reservoir. Consequently, the running %ime of
the shock tunnel can be extended. The ideal area ratios are calculated for
a wide range of shock tunnel operating conditions and compared with
experimental results. The comparison shows that the ideal nozzle area
xatio can be predicted accurately from theory.
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NOTATION

A area

a speed of sound

Cp specific heat at constant pressure

r :"tailoring constant:'

g "cross-over constant"

m molecular weight

M Mach wave

Mf flow Mach number

MS  shock Mach number

MST tailored shock Mach number

Msx cross-over shock Mach number

p pressure

P defined by Eq. 1

left (upstream) running unsteady expansion

Rright (downstream) running unsteady expansion

universal gas constant

S left (upstream) running shock

S right (downstream) running shock

Si incident shock

T temperature

t time

u velocity

V



density

specific heat ratio

6 ratio of nozzle minimum area to tube cross section area (A*/Ai)

6 area ratio which produces no right (downstream) running dis-
IDEAL turbances (except a Mach wave)

area ratio which produces a single right (downstream) running

unsteady expansion

f-a area ratio which produces a single right (downstream) running
shock

( )* conditions at nozzle minimum area

( )1 driven section initial conditions

( )2 conditions behind a movinE normal shock

( )3u conditions in unsteady expanded driver

( )3s conditions in steady expanded river

( )4 driver initial conditions

( )5 conditions behind reflected iormal shock

( )o stagnation condition;

( )s conditions at shock front

( )x cross-over conditions

( )ij ( y
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±. INTRODUCTiON

One limitation to the duration of the steady state reservoir con-
dition of a tailored hypersonic shock tunnel is the arrival of the head of the
rarefaction wave which has been reflected from the upstream end of the
driver as in Figure 1. This reflected wave, which results from the bursting
of the diaphragm, cannot be eliminated directly but can be controlled to ad
vantage. For example, the quasi-steady test time may be increased simply
by lengthening the driver to a value such that the reflected rarefaction wave
does not arrive at the downstream reflecting surface until after a given
period of time. The driver length carmot be extended indefinitely since the
limit to the test time may then be determined by the arrival of the tail of the
rarefaction wave. The optimum test time for a given geometry occurs when
both the head and the tall of the rarefaction arrive simultaneously at the re-
flecting surface. This point is discussed in detail by Holder and Schultz in
Reference 1. Further gains in test time can only be obtained by lengthening
the overall length of the entire tube while preserving the driver to driven
length proportion. This raises the practical problem of space and cos; since
relatively long sections are required if tunnel test time is to be increased
significantly.

Another technique for increasing the tunnel test time is the so-
called driver-reservoir technique suggested by Henshall, Teng, and Wood
(Ref. 2). They demonstrated experimentally that this method can significaritly
increase the shock tunnel running time. However, the physical model used
to explain the results is in error. They suggested that since the closed end
of a shock tube reflects a disturbance of the same sense as the incident dis-
turbance, (shocks reflect as shocks and rarefactions reflect as rarefactions)
and that an open end reflects a disturbance of the opposite sense (shocks re-
flect as rarefactions and rarefactions reflect as shocks) that there would
exist a partially opened-partially closed configuration that would produce
Mach wave i. e., a vanishingly small disturbance for a given set of initial
conditions, analogous to the steady transonic tunnel case. However, it w.1-1
be shown subsequently that, in general, a very complex flow containing both
steady and unsteady flow regimes is generated and for a unique nozzle area
ratio a flow system is possible which contains no downstream running dis-
turbances. Hence the running time of a hypersonic shock tunnel may he
increased without recourse to extension of the length of the facility.

2. SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

The essence of the driver reservoir problem is the interaction
of rarefaction wave with a perforated plate separating a constant area duct
and a large volume. In Ref. 3 the equivalence between a perforated plate or
wire grid of a given open to closed area ratio and a nozzle of the same ratio
was established. In Ref. 4 it was shown from chambered shock tube
theory that for cross - section area ratios greater than about 6, the results
of an area change are essentially those obtained from an infinite area



ratio. Hence, the reservoir can be assumed to be infinite in diameter with
little loss in generality. The prototype and the flow system to be analyzed
are shown schematically in Fig. 2.

A partial analogy exists between the driver-reservoir case and
the case of colliding unsteady expansions. Recall that the solution to the pro-
blem of two colliding rarefaction waves can be obtained either by usng the
method of characteristics in the (x, t)-plane. wherein all of the details including
the interaction region are laboriously calculated or by applying the simpler
(p, u)-plane analysis to predict what final disturbances will emerge from the
collision. The latter approach is considerabiv less involved and yields all of
the required information for the resulting quasi-steady states. However, no
details of the interaction region can be obtained in this manner. For the (p, u)-
plane analysis the appropriate equations are applied to solve the problem "in
the large". A discussion of such interaction problems is given in Refs. 5 and 6.

A similar approach can be used in the driver-reservoir flow
problem. That is, a solution can be obtained either by analyzing the complex
interaction region using the laborious method of characteristics in the (x, t)-
plane or by moving away from the interaction region and with the aid of a
simpler (p, u)-plane analysis and the appropriate steady and unsteady flow
equations, obtaining an analytic algebraic solution for the disturbances that
finally emerge from the interaction region.

Thstype of analysis in effect neglects.the effects of secondary
interactions of characteristic lines. As shown by Bird (Ref. 7) this assump-
tion is valid as long as the wave strengths are not extreme. The neglect of
secondary characteristic interactions implies that a definite wave pattern
bounding quasi-steady regions finally emerges from the "nteraczios. It will
be shown later that the experimental data agrees well with the simplified
theoretical approach hence the neglect of secondaxr disturbances appears to
be a reasonable assumption.

3. EXPANSION PROCESSES

When the diaphragm separating the dr i-,er and driven sections
opens, the gas in the driver (the term "driver" will be restricted to the re-
gions between the diaphragm and the perforated plate) undergoes an unsteady
expansion to a new state (3 u) Fig. 1, which is fixed by the initial conditions
in both driver and driven sections. The gas flowing through the noz'-zle or
perforated plate ultimately undergoes a steady expansion to a condition ,.3s),
which is fixed by the area ratio and is governed by the steady flow relatLons.
Since the physical properties of these two expansions are very different, some
"patching" of these two processes is necessary in terms of additional ,,nsteady
waves to satisfy the, boundary conditions imposed by each flow. It is essen-
tially these "patching" solutions which provide the basis for theory of the
driver-reservoir technique.
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An isentropic expansion of a perfect gas may be either steady or
unsteady. The unsteady isentropic expansion of the driver gas is such that the
pressure distribution in the driver (Fig. 1) will be changing with tinme. For
the backward (left) facing rarefaction wave R, a quantity P defined by (Ref. 5)

p _ a a u. (1)

is constant across the unsteady expansion and provides the relation between
thermal and directed motion. The pressure ratio across an unsteady expansion
where the gas is initially at rest may be written as

P3,.. [ _ LL Z-- (2)

PA L Z aa4

The steady isentropic expansion of the reservoir gas through
the nozzle produces a pressure distribution which after the initial starting
transient is invariant with time. The steady flow energy equation provides
the counterpart of Eq. 1, and is expressed by

CpTo =CPT + Z (

The pressure ratio across an isentropic steady expansion, where the gas iF
initially at rest, follows from Eq. 3, and is given by

'e4

_~ (4)

Note that Eqs. (2) and (4) are not in general equal and that a given initial state
expanded to a given velocity W both methods will not yield the same termpera-
ture or pressure. The properties of the two expansion flows are shown
clearly in the (p, u)-plane on Fig. 3.

From Fig. 3 it is seen that there is only one point other than the initial state
where the two expansions will produce the same end state. This unique state
is found by equating Eqs. (2) and (4) giving

2

\a1 - a) (5)
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So ing for u yields:

LtL -4 A

It is worth noting that a detailed analysis of the conditions at this po'-: 'he
"scross -over" point) and their compatability with the tailoring corst-rain: is
done in Appendix A. The results show that very stringent rea _reme-_:,s are
placed on the initial conditions i_ both tailoring and cross-over -.ondi.ions are
to be satisfied simultaneously. (The problem is trivial if only the c:oss-over
condition is speci-Ied (i. e. nontailored operation) since the shock tube in4tial
conditions may be readily adjusted to yiel~d 1his value. However it Is assumed
throughout this paper that tailored operation is impie'I.) AprendL-x: A dem-
onstrates that the conventional shock-tunne! driving me'.hods L e. hydrogen
drivers, helium drivers and combustion drivers wi-- not satisfy both of these
requirements simultaneously. In fact for air as .he drven gas orny a driver
gas having a specific heat ratio of 1. 18 wiIl satisfy this requi-eme-' for per-
fect gases.

Additional disturbances, shocks or expa-stons or combinations
of the two, wil be necessary to "patch" the steady and unmsteady flow regimes.,
for the general case.

4. POSSIBLE WAVE SYSTEMS

The problem of determining the wave systems which iill pat'ih
the two expansion flows for a tailored condition reduces to the following. A
point (A) (the so-called right state of Ref. 5) as in Fig. 3, is specifieJ on the
unsteady expansion curve corresponding to th-e t fored conditz.on. A nozzle
area ratio is chosen for the steady expansion curve, hence a ponz 'B) :-lie
so-called left state of Ref. 5) is specified on the steady exparsison 'nJrve.
These two points must now be connected by some additionai _msteady distur-
bances, such as left or right running shocks, left or rilght rning rarefac :oPs
Mach waves or combinations of these.

There are many combinations that can be hypothesized from
these disturbances. However, most of them are "unstable", that is, they
consist of over-taking waves which would have to originate (at lnfinAt-) prior
to the interaction hence violate the in.i-tial collision conditions (a t.' - 0) of tie
problem. Several "stable" transitions do exist. Stable trarIsitons are those
in which no change in the character of the patching wave system occurs vth
time, that is the waves are receding from the interaction. l should be ?noted
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tat any right running wave arising from the above wave system wri]l ul-7i-
3nately overtake the incident shock if the tube is sufficiently long. However,
twil be assumed that the tube is short enouigh in that the incident shock re -

flects; fr-om the end of the tube before any overtaking occurs. it will be
shown later that only cases t!-at contain iao right runhing waves are of interest
hence this point is ofi little interest.

An additiona; restriction must be imnosed on some wave systems,
since the strength of the left (upstream) rnn~ing wave must be such that it
either stands still in th'e Laboratory coordinates or is swept downstream to
the right. The 4-estriction to be satisfied is

MF 1: K!>, M5

where, MFE is the flo-w Mach number evaluaed at the nozzle exit and Ids,
is the shock Mach number of the upstream running shoack based on a shotk
velocity taken with respect to the velocity and sound speed of the gas just
upstream of the shock. Shocks of greater strength would propagate u~pstream
into the nozzle and bre-ak down the flow, hence are "ip-stable".

The Datchirg waves which emerge from the interactioni regir
are the result of the coliskion of rarefaction waves and compression~ za-es
which are generated when the initial left running rarefaction fir-st interac-t

with a decreasine area ratio (the exit (right Fig.. 2) side of the nozzle) and
-the transmitted rarefaction wave interacts with an increasing area rai, (:he
entrance (left) side of the nozzle). A second interac~ioa ccurs when the
disturbance generated at the entrance side of the nozzle, moves dowrnstr 'tom
throug-h. ihe e-xit of the nozzle. The detailed nature of the interactions cann
only- be obtained by using the metWo of characteris ties. The final ernef gent
w,,ave systems is the product of several. basic shcck (compression wave) an,,d
- arefactioi wave interactions-

In references 8 and 9~ these basic interactions are discussee-
it !s shown (ref. 8) that for real gases the overtaking of a rarefaction wa:ve
by a shock (c,:.pression wave) always results in a reflected shock and a
transmitted rarefaction wave if the overtaking shoick is weak, and a trans-
maitted shock 1:f the overtaking shcck is strong. Inh ref. 9 it is shown that Ln
the case of the overtaking of a shock wave by a rarefaction wave Loth-rep.e. ted
shck waves and rarefaction waves are possible. if the overtanking rarefak --.On
is weak then the transmitted wave is a shock wave; if it is strong then trans-
mitted rarefaction wave results.

Since at the nozzle both of these cases can exidst, it can
readily be shcwyn that 9 stable configurations are possible (couinting the 5
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limitiug cases which have transmitted or reflected Mach waves), as shottn
in Table 1.

Which of the nine stable systems occurs in a given situation
depends on twvo parameters; the ratio of the tailored shock Mach number to
cross over shock Mach number ( 'SMS J, and the ratio of the actual nozzle
area ratio to an ideal nozzle area ratio ( S/ 1iDEAL), that is, there wi!l
be three distinct cases which depend on whether the tailored condition occurs
at a lower, identica to, or higher velocity than the cross over velcity and for
each of these three cases there ill be different subcases oroduced depending
on whether the nozzle area ratio is larger, identical to, or smaller than the
ideal value.

Case 1 MSTIMSk - I

For this case the tav,.Pred ccnditions occurs at a lover velocity
or shock Mach number than does the cross-over conition. (Metheds of
finuding the tailored and cross-over con-ditions are given in ref. 10 and
Appendix A respectivey.)

This is the case usually found in pracdice and is represen-
tative of the more common modes of operation, HelAi,-, H2IAr, C.1cLs:or.
gases/Air. The possible wave systems are indicated on the (p, u)-,Aare of
Fig. 4, and are tabulated in Table I. For no nozzle i. e. = I the matching
is accomplished by a single left running rarefaction wave and right running
shock wave (wave system 3). This right rurni g shockwill tdlLmately reach
the shock tunnel reservoir region and increase the resei voir pressuze sgna-
ling the end of the steady running conditiuns. As the nozzle size is de-
creased the strength of both the left running rarefaction and right rumnning
shock are decreased. When S = 6 a single right running shock is sufficienE
to ;vin the tw-,o flow regimes (wave system 6). A further decrease in nzzle
a.es ratio gives rise to left and right running shocks (wave system 9' te right
running shock decreasing in strength as the lefr one inzreases in strength.
As S approaches SIDEAL the right run-g shock become progressively
smaller and vanishes in the limit and the matching is accomp hed by a
single left (upstream) running shock (wave system 8). it i_ inportar to
note that in this limit there are no right r anning disturbances other than
Mach waves being produced in the flow (except for the original incident
shock). Hence, no waves are available which coAld zlter the steaditness of
the shock tunnel reservoir. The intial rarefaction wave has beer- replaced by
a 3teady expansion, a single left running shock and Mach waves. If the
aozzle area ratio decreases further, non-ideal operation again occurs :_n
that matching is accomplished by a left running shock wave and a right
rainning rarefaction wave (wave system 7). The right running rarefaction

6



u-1il ultimately proagate into the reservoir region and decrease the ,,ser oijr
Pressure and signzi the end of the steady reservoir conditions. The s'taic
pressure profiles produced along the tube for the several types of wav'es sys-
tems, are included in Fig. 4."

Case 2 MST/-Sx = 1

This case is not usually found in practice but is included for
completeness. It corresponds to the case where the tlalored condi-tor ad
the cross over condition occur at tie same state. it is the simplest of the
three cases to analyse and is closest to the explnation put forward - -re--. 2.
The possible wave diagrams are shown in Fig. 3 and tabu!ated -i- TaKe L
For S = 1, matching is accomplished through a left rurnig rarefactior a-d
a right runnin shock (wave system 3).. As in the previoous case thbe righ'
running shock will propagate intG the reservoir region ard end the steady
tunne! reservoir time. -as S is decreased bot% the shock and the ex a-sion
weaken till in the limit as 6 approaches 6 IDEAL both vanish simulreously
(wave system 5), leaving no disturbances in the flow. The steady and
udn eady exansions are now matched together without that aid of ary
additional disturbances. This is the ideal situation for the ?.IST : AISx case.
if S is f,-riher decreased, the roles of the shock and rarefactvo are iri#ler-
changed, the shock propagatiag upstream and the rarefaction propaga-:"ig
downstream into the reservoir region, and eventua&ly lowering the reserveo-i
pressure (wave system 7). The static pressure profiles aong tire "- ie for
this case are included in Fig. 5.

Case 3 MSTIMSX - 1

This case is Dot genera]l-y atui ned in practice ut is _r;C!_Uded
since it may be of further interest in f/.iloxed chemical shock tubes where
exotic gases or mixtures of gases are being investigated. The possR'e ,Aave
systems are indicated in Fig. 6 and are tabu!ated in Table I. For ro -rozz.e
6 = 1, the matching is accomplished by a single leftrunn-g rarefaction ard a
right running shock (wave system 3), a situation which will ultiat e . y ; re Jic e
an increase in pressure in the shock tunnel reservoir region. As S is de,- tased
the strength of the left running shock decreases unti as S approaches S -,DEAL
which is also equal toSy for this case, matching is accompished by a s__.e

upstream runr-ing rarefaction wave (wave system 2). The initl s-tarting
rarefaction has been -repiaced by a steady expansion, a left rurzi-ng rarefa - 4ioer
wave, and Mach waves. This is to be contrasted to the MSTIMSx<l case where
the matching in the ideal case was accomplished through the steady expans un
and a left running shock. As S is decreased further, the left runnL.ng rare-
faction wave decreases in strength until in the limit as 8 approaches -"' a
single right running rarefaction wave is sufficient to join the fl-.1ws (wave s-. s -
tem 4). This character is symmetric to the MST/MS.<. 1 case where a single
right running shock could r atch the two flows but for S greater than - IDEAL
rather than S less than SIDEAL. If S is further decreased, matchig is ol -

7



tained by the addition of a left running shock (wave system 7). The pressure
profiles for the above cases are also shown on Fig. 6.

In summary, it is found in general, that it takes -two additional
unsteady disturbances to match the steady flow of the reservoir gas with the
unsteady flow of the driver gas. Further, there are special cases where
only one disturbance is required, and what is very importact is that it is

possible to choose the nozzle area ratio to make this disturbance a left (up-
stream) running disturbance. This disturbance will be either a shock wave or
a rarefaction wave depending on the ratio MSTIMSX ar I in the limit as this
ratio approaches unity (i. e. the cross-over paint) matching is accomplished
automatically.

For all cases if the nozzle area ratio is made larger than the
ideal value, right runnin shocks will propagate into the reservoir region
and increase the reservoir pressure. Conversely. if the nozzle area a-io
is made smaller than the ideal area ratio a rarefaction wave propagates into
the reservoir region decreasing the reservoir pressure. This fact was ob-
served in the ex-erimental work of Ref. 2 and substantiates the present

an~sis.

It should be noted that the mass flow could have been used -
stead of the pressure in a "%m, u)-plane" anaiysis. However the features of
the ex ansion flows in this Dane are similar to the behaviour of them i the
(p, u)-plane. Hence, to imply that the two flows can be patched if the mass
flows are matched is not sufficient since equal mass flows does not imply
equal pressures or velocities except, as has been shown above, at Ehe

cross-over point.

5. IDEAL NOZZLE AREA RATIOS

In the previous section it was shown that a wave system con-
taining no right running disturbances of any -kind can be obtianed by expar.ding
the gas in the reservoir through a steady expansion to a certain specific
value, which is governed by the area ratio S of the nozzle which is placed
between the driver and reservoir regions.

It was specifically shown that for the cases MST/MSX = 1 and
MSTIMSx > 1 the ideal area ratio is the cross-over area ratio. For these
t;,o cases a simple exact result for the ideal nozzle a.ea ratio can be obtaired.

From steady isentropic flow theory, the nozzle area ratio is
related to the flow Mach number by

S.8 (7)
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Substituting into this relation the value of the flow Mach number at the cross-
over point gives for the ideal nozzle area ratio:

IDEJAL -a3~2. -F=

Note the interesting result that ' is a function of the driver gas ratio of
specific heats only and is independent of all the other parameters. Values
of G are plotted in Fig. 7 and tabudated in Table 2 for the range of driver
gas ratios of specific heat of interest.

For MSTIMSx<A the introduction of the upstream running
matchLig shock complicates the system to the etend that no simple resuit
for S has been obtained to date. This is unfortunate since it is the case
of immediate interest. The ideal area ratio can be calculated as follows.
For a given 6 1, 6 and tailored shock Mach number, the corresponding
diaphragm speed of sound ratio can be found from a simultaneous solution
of four equations, as shown in Ref. 10. The area ratio S may be fo,--d by
using these four parameters as inputs to a system of equations which
cludes Eq. A-1 (Appendix A) evaluated at the tailored shock Mach number.

-- x a J_ ) (9)

'Equation 2 evaluated at the tailored velocity

, a a4 ) (10)

the general shock velocity pressure ratio relation written for the left running
matching shock

8 4 ( -C -l ' " -
- 9R
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the pressure ratio across the steady expansion as given by Eq. (4) above,
the speed of souad ratio across the steady expansion given by

C!

4  L ~(2

and an area-ratio-velocity relation for steady isentropic flow which may be
expressed by

IKE

a i- .13)2*

The procedure for finding S consists of solving Eq. (9) for u3u/a4, substi-
tuting into Eq. (10) to obtain P3uIP4, then solving simultaneously Eqs. (11) and
(4) for u3s/a4 using the auxiliary equation Eq. (12) for the speed of sound ratio.
Finally u3s/a4 is inserted into Eq. (13) to yield .

This system of equations was solved numerically on the IBM
7090 using the above procedure. The results are presented in Fig. 8 and
tabulated in Table 3.

From Fig. 8 it is noted that the ideal nozzle area ratio, F'DEAL.
for the case MST/MS is somewhat greater than Sx depending on .ffhe tai-
lored shock Mach number. The lowest shock Mach number shown here is 2. 0.
since at lower values the analysis begins to break down. For example MST= 1
implies a zero velocity of the unsteady expanded gas or no flow in the nozzle.
As seen in Fig. 8, for increasing values of tailored Mach number the value of

SIDEAL rapidly approaches Ex from above. As a practical matter, as a
first ' .?1 value to use in an experimental situation, the value of t6c would usually
suffice, the nozzle being enlarged as Ehe results of the experiment dictate.

In this respect, it should be noted that the expertmental value
for hydrogen driving air (6 IDEAL = 1/3), as determined in Ref. 2, agrees
very well with the exact v- "ie from this theory S IDEAL = 0. 382 and Sx = 0. 378,
considering that real gas affects, viscous effects, attenuation and secondary
interactions are neglected.
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Although Lae above has been derived for the tailored condition it is
possible to opeeate "off-tailored" and still use the driver reservoir to extend
the steady state shock tunnel reservoir time. in general, ovey-tailored oper-
ation (MS>MST) requires a nozzle smaller tha n tne ideal 64kDEJAL, see Fig.
4) and for "under-tailored" operation (MS/<MST) requires an area ratio larger
than ideal. it may be seen from Fig. 8 that the value of S IDEAL changes very
7ittle, especially at the higher values of MSr, consequently, the ideal nozzle
area ratio will usually suffice even for the 1 off-tailored" conditions. This
effect was verified if Ref. 2 where it is noted that within the accuracy of the
experiment, S !DEAL was satisfactory - a wide range of over and under-
tailored conditions.

6. DRIVER-RESERVOIR TEST TIME LIITS

Within the limits of the analysis it was shown that the driver-
reservoir removes two of the test time limitations from shock tunnels, that
of the arrival of the reflected head and taill of the rarefaction at the shock tun-
nel nozzle. However, test time limitations due to waves arriving at the nozzle
do not vanish entirely since the unsteady matching disturbances which are be!Ig
generated and propagated along the c uct must be dealt with but later in time.
New interfaces, and contact regions are being generated but since they are
produced by nearly isentropic compression waves or at worst weak shocks
their effect can usually be disregarded.

For the case where MST = MSx and S =&DEAL, the limitation
to the test time now is the arrival of a shock wave at the nozzle as can be seen
from Fig. 9a (relevent wave systems shown in Table 1 are drawn symbo!iaily
for completeness since a detailed calculation by the method of characteristics
has not been done). This wave is the end result of the incident shock being
reflected first from the shock tube downstream and then travelling upstream
to the reservoir nozzle and then again travelling downstream to the shock
tunnel nozzle.

The resulting running time can be many times the original tai-
lored test time for usual shock tube geometries. It must be noted that new
test time limitations can now be imposed which are now more stringent than
this, as by mass flow, radiative or convective heat loss considerations, for
example.

For the case where MST/MSx <1 and = IDEAL' the mat-
ching between steady and unsteady expansion is made by a left running shock.
Therefore, the limitation to the test time is now; the arrival at the shock
tunnel reservoir region of the right-running rarefaction wave, which is gene-
rated by the collision of the original reflected shock and the upstream running
patching shock as indicated in Fig. 9b. That this disturbance must be a_ ex-
pansion for all physically possible ratios of specific heat was shown in Ref. !i.
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The expansion which limits the test time in this case was observed in Ref. 2.
However, they incorrectly ascribed this to the original expansion being "del-
ayed" at the reservoir. From a comparison of Fig. 9a and 9b it can be seen
tha. the test time for this case will be greater than thhe original (no driver-
reservoir) test time but will generally be less than that produced by the MST/
Ms., = 1 case because the limiting disturbance is generated closer to the
shcc:k tunnel nozzle reservoir region. There is also an additional interface
or interface region which is generated by the patching shock (see Table 1)
which is not significant since it is found that the mismatch shock is relatively
weak. However, if the nozzle and diaphragm stations are made coincident,
-hep this second interface ca% be in principle, at least, be made coincident with
the original irterface and adjustment of the tailoring Mach number to a somewhat
higher value will obscure this effect.

For MSTIMSx >1 and ' = IDEAL the situation is similar in
character to the MST.IMSx <-1 case except that shocks are replaced by expan-
sions and visa versa. The end of the steady test time is signalled by the arri-
val of a shock or compression wave which is the result of the interaction of
the reflected normal shock and upstream running patching rarefaction wave.
This type of collision was analyzed in Ref. 7, and it is sh own that the distur-
bance must be a shock or compression wave for all physically possible specific
heat rat-ios. The wave diagram for this case is shown in.Fig. 9c.
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7. CONCILUSIONS

It has been shown that a complex flow containing both steady
and unsteady flow regimes is produced by using the driver-reservoir tech-
nique to extend hypersonic shock tunnel running times. It is shown that by
assuming the existence of a patching wave systcm that separate quasi-steady
statesa solution can be obtained "in the large" by using a (p, u)-plane type of
analysis. The results show that in general two additional disturbances sepa-
rated by a contact surface are necessary to satisfy the boundary conditions
imposed by the two different expansions. It is also shown that the actual
flow pattern resulting from a given set of initial conditions is uniquely deter-
mined by the parameters MST/MSx and S]/IDEAL, where MST is the
tailored shock Mach number, MSx is the cross-over shock Mach number,
5 is the given nozzle area ratio and SIDEAL is the nozzle area ratio which
produces no downstream running waves. For a few special cases the flows
can be joined with a single disturbance and for three unique cases corres-
ponding to MST<MSx, MST = MSx, and MSF-MSx an upstream running shock,

a Mach wave, and an upstream running expansion respectively are produced.
Since no downstream running disturbances (other than Mach waves) are con-
tained in the flow, the shock-tunnel reservoir region will remain undisturbed
for a longer period of time. In effect, the driver-reservoir when used
ideally will replace the initial unsteady expansion by a steady expansion, an
upstream running disturbance, and Mach waves, hence limitations due to
both the reflected head and the tail of the original expansion are eliminated.

The ideal nozzle area ratio, which will produce this optimum
condition (SIDEAL) is calculated for a wide range of condiions and compared
with the available data. The agreement is very good considering that ideal,
perfect gas flow is assumed throughout, and that secondary interactions of
characteristics are neglected, and it lends support to the validity of these
assumptions.

It is worth noting that a (p, u)-plane type of analysis is ideally
suited for this type of problem, once it is assumed that quasi-steady states
must exist after the interaction. However, it lacks the detail that a character-
istics diagram in the (x, t)-plane provides. Consequently, it would be of
value to do a characteristics solution in the (x, t)-plane for a few cases in
order to establish precisely how the final wave system is generated. A corn-
parison of the (p, u)-plane analysis (where secondary interactions were
neglected) with a more exact analysis in ref. 7, shows good agreement as
long as the wave strengths are not too large, which is generally the case in
the present analysis.

The effect of driver length was not considered in the present
problem. However, it can be seen that it is desirable to generate the final
states in the neighbourhood of the driver reservoir.

In conclusion, it can be stated that the present analysis is

13



representative of the physical conditions and can be used with confidence to
predict values of the ideal nozzle area ratio in order to extend the running
times of a hypersonic shock tunnel.
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APPEN-D!X A - ANALYSIS OF THE CROSS-OVER POIXT1

It is worzhwhle to see if the proint derno.ed as the "cross-ve-r
om is of practical interest, for if it is, she problem of u:sing the dr--ver -

reservoir technique is considerable simp!ified. The velczty u3 in gereraI,
is related to The shock Mach renrL.er b:-

Using Msx to denote the shock Mah number for the cross-over condition ar-;
equating Eqs. (6) and (A-!) results in

The positive root provides a physical solution given by:-

4+X . + -J

or for the case where aAl,;,- 1 (generally M s ' 1) this can be approximated

by: -

41s A? 64 +1 d1

where, g, the ":cross-over constant" is defined by this qu.rjon. Equatiors
(A-3) and (A-4) are plotted in Fig. A-I for sever.- speciic heat ratios of
interest and Eq. (A-4) is plotted in Fig. A-? for the complete range of speci-
fic ratios of physical interest. If the skoek tube is to be operated at the
cross-over point a restriction is rltced on the values of M that may be used
for a given speed of sound ra t 'o across the diaphragm.

If this e . straint were the only one placed on the shock Mach
number there woa' be no' rcoblem with using the driver reservoir as the
initial conditior.- -ould be readily adjusted to yield this shock Mach number.
However. - additio-Z to the above, the shock tunnel is required to be tailored.
hence. .- re is an additional constraint placed on the shock Mach number.
Refzre.ce lu presents :he exact tailored shock Mach numbers for a wide
-. ariet, of driver iud driven gases and diaphragm speed. of sound ratios. An
ex:ct ana]ytlc solution has not been obtained. However, for the assumption
of a lurge shock Mach number, i. e., Ms>> 1, a simple approximate expression
for the tailored shock Mach number is given by (Ref. 10),
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Equating Eqs. (A-4) and (A-3), the approximate eq'.tions for the cross-over
and tailored shock Mach numbers yields.

Hence there are only certain combinations of specific heat ratios that will
satisf" both the cross-over and tailoring requireme.is, simultaneously- For
the special case of = Y Eq. ( A-6) reduces to

7
Equation (A-S) is ploted in Fig. A-3. Note tha this figure can be used to
immediate!y determine which category (i. e. MST MS3) a given- set of
initial conditions falls into if MS can be assumed large. It should be noted
that the driver and reservoir gases are assumed initially at the same tem-
perature and pressure. MST and MSx can be matched if different initial
temperatures and pressures exist in the driver aiud t-he reservoir. However,
this mode of operation does not appe.-r to be a practical one since it :tro-
duces the problem of heating the driver gas and cooling the reservoir gas and
adding a second diaphragm to prevent nLxing different gases. Alternatively,
miLtures of gases could in principle produce the same end pressures. How-
ever, an interface separating the different gases of different temperatures
would give rise to an additional tailoring constraint. In general the conditions
across this secoxnd interface could not be arbitrarily prescribed and hence
would not be tailored simultaneously with the first interface.

Included in Fig. A-3 are the points corresponding to Helium/
Air, Hydrogen/Air and Combustion/Air modes of operation. One notes that
none of these combiitations corresponds to the situation where the tailored
shock Mach number and the cross-over shock Mach number are identical.
Hence, so.me additional disturbances must be generated in these cases to match
the two flow regimes.
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TABLE 2

CROSS-OVER A REA RATIO VERSUS DIRIVER GAS SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO

1-05 .438

1.10 .430

1-15 .421

1.20 -413

1.25 .404

1.30 .396

1.35 -338

1.40 .379

1.45 .370

1.50 .362

1.55 .354

1.60 .345

1.67 .333
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TABLE 3

IDEAL NOZZLE AREA RATIO FOR MST ,\ISx

1.1 1.1 92. .439 i. 5 . 1 10 .362
1. 2 .441 1.2 .362
1. 3 .442 1.3 .364
1.4 .444 1.4 .3V5
1.5 .445 1.5 .367
1.67 .446 1.67 .371

1.2 . 2.0 .426 1. 5 1. 2 00 .362
1.2 .42- 1. 3 .363
1.3 .430 1.4 .365
1.4 .432 1.5 .367
1.5 .433 1.67 .370
1.67 -435

1.3 1.1 2.0 .413 .- 7 1.1 2.0 .366
1.2 .415 1.2 .368
1.3 .418 1.3 .371
1.4 .419 1.4 .373
1.5 .421 1. 5 74
1.67 .423 1.67 .376

1.4 1.1 2.0 .401 1.67 1.1 5.0 .334
1.2 .403 1.2 .337
1.3 .405 1.3 .340
1.4 .407 1. 4 .34?
1.5 .408 1.5 .:46
1.67 .410 1.67 .3:0

1.4 1. 1 5.0 .379 1.67 1.1 10 .333
1.67 .388 1.2 .334

15 1. 1 2.0 .388 1.3 .337
1.2 .390 1.4 .340
1.11 .392 1.5 .343
1.4 394 1.67 347
1.5 .396 1.68 1.2 o .334
1.67 .398 1.3 .. ,6

1.5 1. 1 5.0 .362 1.4 .339
1.2 .363 1.5 . 34-2
1.3 .365 1.67 .346
1.4 .368
1.5 .370
1.67 .374
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FIGURE 7

IDEAL NOZZLE AREA RATIO

vs
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FIGURE 8
IDEAL NOZZLE AREA RATIO VS
DRIVEN GAS SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO1
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FIGUJRE A-2
CROSS OVER CONSTANT

3.0- VS
D R IV ENGAS RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
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FIGURE A-3
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEAT COMBUNATIONS
THAT YIELD MST= MSx FOR M S>> 1
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